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EGO: ANOTHER ASPECT OF ONE S SELF After loosing her husband, who was everything to her,
Sunny Woods found it hard to continue on in life without him. As time went on, Sunny s family and
friends worried for her as she cut her self off from the rest of the world after her tragic loss. A reality
check and a bit of useful information from her best friend Julie gave Sunny a reason to believe that
there is a life for her to live for after all. As Sunny learned about a website called Cap City Singles she
began to explore the possibilities of moving on with her life. While doing so, she wanted to protect
her husbands good name and remain the perfect wife to the public while attempting to have her
needs met. In order to have the best of both worlds, Sunny decided to create an alter ego named
Passion. As Passion Sunny could be free to have her cake and eat it to with no regrets. She...
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An exceptional publication and also the typeface applied was fascinating to learn. It normally will not expense excessive. Your life period will be transform
once you comprehensive looking over this pdf.
-- Ra chelle O 'Connell-- Ra chelle O 'Connell

Most of these book is the perfect pdf readily available. It normally will not expense a lot of. I found out this pdf from my dad and i recommended this
publication to find out.
-- Dejua n Yost-- Dejua n Yost
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